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Abstract
In recent years, nonhuman ancient DNA studies have begun to focus on larger sample sizes and whole genomes, offering the potential to reveal exciting and hitherto
unknown answers to ongoing biological and archaeological questions. However, one
major limitation to such studies is the substantial financial and time investments still
required during sample screening, due to uncertainty regarding successful sample
selection. This study investigates the effect of a wide range of sample properties including latitude, sample age, skeletal element, collagen preservation, and context on
endogenous content and DNA damage profiles for 317 ancient and historic pinniped
samples collected from across the North Atlantic and surrounding regions. Using generalised linear and mixed-effect models, we found that a range of factors affected
DNA preservation within each of the species under consideration. The most important findings were that endogenous content varied significantly within species according to context, the type of skeletal element, the collagen content and collection
year. There also appears to be an effect of the sample's geographic origin, with samples from the Arctic generally showing higher endogenous content and lower damage rates. Both latitude and sample age were found to have significant relationships
with damage levels, but only for walrus samples. Sex, ontogenetic age and extraction
material preparation were not found to have any significant relationship with DNA
preservation. Overall, skeletal element and sample context were found to be the most
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influential factors and should therefore be considered when selecting samples for
large-scale ancient genome studies.
KEYWORDS

aDNA, DNA damage, endogenous content, pinnipeds, sample age, seal, walrus,
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

ongoing challenge remains the unpredictability of sample preservation, which impacts on both the quantity and quality of target DNA

Ancient DNA (paleogenetics, or aDNA) has seen numerous develop-

yield through endogenous content and damage profiles respectively.

ments over recent decades and is increasingly integrated into inter-

It is common for paleogenomic studies to initially screen samples to

disciplinary studies (e.g., Cappellini et al., 2010; Lazaridis et al., 2016;

select the most promising material for deeper, whole-genome se-

Moss et al., 2016; Raghavan et al., 2014; Star et al., 2018). Although

quencing. However, the investment in time and resources of such

not without challenges, paleogenetics and more recently, paleog-

laboratory and bioinformatic analyses can be significant. Our inabil-

enomics (focusing on the entire mitochondrial or nuclear genome

ity to currently predict the suitability of samples for whole-genome

rather than smaller targeted regions) offer exciting and unique op-

sequencing also means that a greater number of precious samples

portunities to understand an organism's past, including historic and

are subject to destructive sampling. This need for screening be-

ancient human-animal-environmental interactions. Contemporary

comes particularly problematic when dealing with a large sample

genetic studies on modern organisms have allowed us to explore

size or very precious material.

evolutionary processes, phylogenetic relationships, species' phys-

To date, much of our understanding of the relationship between

iology, response to human activities and environmental change.

various sample or environmental properties, and DNA quantity or

However, paleogenomics allows us to answer many previously in-

quality, has been limited to widely-held assumptions and a limited

tractable questions by delving into the past with greater accuracy

number of empirical studies (e.g., Götherström et al., 2002). It is

and detail than ever before.

generally accepted that genetic degradation occurs over time due

Improvements in both laboratory and bioinformatic methodolo-

to structural and chemical modification of the inorganic and organic

gies have enabled paleogenomic studies to focus on an increasingly

components of bone or teeth. These modifications are more likely

diverse range of species and to focus on entire populations or spe-

when there have been fluctuations in surrounding temperature or

cies, rather than individuals. This has revealed, and will continue to

moisture, overall warmer conditions, direct exposure to sunlight,

reveal, a wealth of hitherto unknown information about numerous

particularly acidic or alkaline soils, inherently more porous bone ma-

animals, plants and micro-organisms including: the distribution and

terials (spongy or cancellous bone), or higher levels of microorgan-

structure of past populations (e.gBrandt et al., 2018; Palkopoulou

ism activity (Allentoft et al., 2012; Bollongino et al., 2008; Kendall

et al., 2018), the characteristics and fate of now extinct taxa (e.gMc-

et al., 2017; Lindahl, 1993; Nielsen-Marsh & Hedges, 2000; Pruvost

Leod et al., 2014; Scheel et al., 2014), the timing of key demographic

et al., 2007; Sosa et al., 2013; Trueman & Tuross, 2002).

events (e.gCole et al., 2019; Markova et al., 2015), the details of past

In this study we used a large data set (n = 317) of ancient and

gene flow (e.gBarlow et al., 2018; Cahill et al., 2018), as well as the ori-

historic pinniped bones to understand the real-world relationships

gin of particular adaptations (Ramos-Madrigal et al., 2016; Sandoval-

between a range of sample properties and sequencing success (as

Castellanos et al., 2017). Additionally, palaeogenomic analyses on

measured by endogenous DNA and damage profiles). Specifically, we

faunal remains offer new insights into human-animal interactions,

sought to identify if any of the following variables might serve as a

trade networks and human cultural histories (e.g. Bro-Jørgensen

predictive characteristic for suitable genomic sequencing: sampling

et al., 2018; Keighley, Pálsson, et al., 2019; Larson et al., 2007; Star

latitude, sample context, sample age, bone element type, collagen

et al., 2017). Such information is often not discernible from modern

preservation, date of collection, species, sex and ontogenetic age

material as genetic signatures of the past are increasingly likely to

of the sample. Three species from across the North Atlantic were

be lost with time, particularly when lineages go extinct (e.gKeighley

used: the Atlantic walrus (Odobenus rosmarus rosmarus Linnaeus,

et al., 2019; McLeod et al., 2014; Palkopoulou et al., 2018), popula-

1758) (n = 177), grey seal (Halichoerus grypus Fabricius, 1791) (n = 53)

tions undergo bottlenecks (e.gAlter et al., 2012; Palkopoulou et al.,

and harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus Erxleben, 1777) (n = 87).

2015) or are subject to selective sweeps (Foote et al., 2012; Leonardi

These samples were all drilled, extracted and prepared for shot-

et al., 2017). These processes all contribute uncertainty and a lack of

gun sequencing on Illumina platforms under strict clean-laboratory

resolution for analyses or projections based upon modern samples.

conditions. The results are discussed in light of generally accepted

While the benefits of population or species-scale paleogenomic

theoretical principles of DNA and sample degradation to highlight

studies are realised, large palaeogenomic data sets remain rela-

which real-world sample properties are most important to consider

tively uncommon, particularly outside of human genetics. A major

during sample selection.
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2.1 | Sample selection and contextual information

1151

assigned to time periods reflecting the cultural period that the sample was excavated from (e.g., Pre-Dorset or Thule). The median of
either the calibrated radiocarbon probability date distribution (see
section 2.2.), or the cultural period range, were used to provide a

Samples were selected based on geographic location, extent of con-

single-point quantitative “year BP” for statistical analysis. In the rare

textual information and macroscopic preservation quality (Table 1,

cases where the cultural period could not be defined the sample was

Figure 1). Samples that appeared very porous or that had dirt em-

excluded or marked as “time unknown”.

bedded in the material were avoided. Porosity is likely to impact

Any information on skeletal element, sex or ontogenetic age

negatively on the quality and quantity of DNA obtained as bones

class (juvenile or adult) from zooarchaeological examination was

with higher inherent porosity are prone to dissolution of the mineral

recorded. When sample types were ambiguous or deemed “uniden-

and organic phase, and hence more susceptible to DNA degrada-

tifiable” they were classified as “fragmentary”. Across all samples,

tion (Hedges et al., 1995). Furthermore, bones showing porosity as a

most had unknown sex or ontogenetic age. Additional sexing was

consequence of structural degradation, often from microbial activ-

performed using genetic methods (Bro-Jørgensen et al., 2019).

ity, commonly show higher contaminant loads (Gilbert et al., 2005).
Samples with visible dirt were excluded, to avoid extracting any nontarget DNA originated from organisms found in soil, such as fungi,

2.2 | DNA extraction and sequencing of walrus

bacteria or algae. Small samples were also excluded to ensure material remained for future investigation. Sample properties including

Atlantic walrus samples derived from existing collections held at

latitude, geographic region, archaeological site, context (e.g. cave

various institutes including the Icelandic Institute of Natural History,

site), and chronology [age in years Before Present BP] were taken

National Museum of Iceland, Natural History Museum of Denmark,

from archaeological reports, personal correspondence and museum

National Museum of Denmark, Canadian Museum of History and

catalogues. Radiocarbon dated samples were preferentially cho-

Canadian Museum of Nature. Samples were selected based on

sen, followed by those excavated from a context with other directly

geographic location, extent of contextual information and macro-

dated terrestrial mammal remains (e.g., reindeer, Rangifer tarandus).

scopic preservation quality. All 177 walrus samples represent a col-

Samples for which no radiocarbon data were available were instead

lection amassed from 66 different localities (mostly archaeological

TA B L E 1 Characteristics of the successfully sequenced 285 (total 317) ancient and historical samples analysed for the three study species
walrus, harp seal and grey seal collected across the Arctic and northern Europe
Species

Walrus

Harp seal

Grey seal

Number of individuals

154 successful (177 total)

78 successful (87 total)

53 successful (53 total)

Bone elements sampled

Baculum, digit, fragments, limb,
mandible, rib, scapula, skull,
tooth, tusk, vertebrae

Limb (42), skull (31), mandible (7),
fragmentary (5), scapula (3)

Skull (auditory bulla), unknown
(1)

Samples from cave site?

No

Yes (8)

Yes (52)

Age range (BP)

12–c. 15,000
mean = 1,691

1,800–4,950
mean = 4,492

4,950–9,450
mean = 9,034

Latitudinal range

60°56’ N–82°11’ N

52°16’ N–70°10’ N

57°17’ N & 70°10’ N

Longitudinal range

07°19’ W–97°16’ W

03°50’ E–28°53’ E

17°58’ E & 28°53’ E

Endogenous content (%) range

0–63.3
mean = 9.6%

0–4 4.7
mean = 2.8%

0.4–73.1
mean = 56.0%

N:Mt ratio range

0–14,273
mean = 777

62–11,095
mean = 1657

4–85
mean = 18

Damage G–A range

0–0.2823
mean = 0.07

0.1063–0.4865
mean = 0.24

0.1985–0.3755
mean = 0.32

Damage C–T range

0–0.2903
mean = 0.08

0.1188–0.4813
mean = 0.25

0.1975–0.3843
mean = 0.32

Extract concentration range (pM)

1–3998
mean = 294

Unknown

Unknown

Sequencing
platform

Illumina HiSeq2500 (150PE),
HiSeq4000 (80SR), MiSeq
(100SR & 150PE)

HiSeq X, HiSeq 2500 (125PE),
NovaSeq SI

Illumina HiSeq2500 (125PE) &
NovaSeq SI

Extraction performed on chunk or
powder

Chunk & powder

Powder

Powder
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Foxe Basin

North-West
Greenland

West
Greenland

East
Greenland
White Sea

Iceland

Baltic Sea

F I G U R E 1 Map of the distribution of the 285 successfully sequenced pinniped samples analysed. Symbol colour corresponds to species
(dark blue for walrus, green for grey seal and light blue for harp seal). Sizes of symbols reflect the number of samples, clustered within
sample size bins. Please note that symbols are placed at each site included in this study, but samples may have been taken from several
different contexts within a single site. The exact details of this are included in the supplementary raw data
sites), across the Atlantic walrus’ historic distribution including: the

Copenhagen, Denmark. Specifically, all preamplification laboratory

Canadian Arctic, Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard and northern Europe.

work was completed in a physically distinct locality and negative

Samples were taken from dated geological finds or archaeological

controls were maintained throughout the drilling, extraction, library

contexts dating to broad cultural periods; Pre-Dorset (approximately

build and amplification process (all were found to be free of any wal-

4950–2500 cal BP), Dorset (approximately 2500–650 cal BP), Thule

rus DNA). DNA fragment length and damage patterns were analysed

(approximately 650–300 cal BP) or Historic (<300 cal BP) (Friesen &

after sequencing, although as sequencing read length was limited

Mason, 2016). For samples that were directly dated, or those taken

in some cases by sequenced read length the reported value does

from contexts with contemporaneous dated terrestrial remains, cali-

not necessarily reflect the actual sample DNA fragment length. All

brated radiocarbon probability distributions were taken from relevant

equipment and materials used in the laboratory were sterilised with

publications and site reports. For unpublished dates, calibrations were

UV, bleach and ethanol. Drilling of 100–220 mg of bone into powder

made using IntCal 13 (terrestrial) and Marine 13 (marine) (Reimer et al.,

or small bone chunks was completed using a Dremel hand drill (Micro

2013) using calib (Stuiver et al., 2019) or OxCal (v4.1) (Bronk Ramsey,

8050) or an Osada dental drill (OS-4 0) and dental rosenbor drill bits

2010) software. Where avaialble local delta R values were taken into

(sizes 012–031). The surface was initially removed with a drill piece,

account. Given the time periods under consideration here and the cur-

the surrounding area wrapped in foil or parafilm, and then powder

rent lack of specific values for many geographic regions, the lack of

drilled using a new drill piece. Where possible, sampling was under-

delta R for a small subset of samples should not have a major bearing

taken on cortical bone and the cementum of teeth/tusks. In some

upon the results of this study.

cases a small section was cut using a diamond cutter attached to the

Walrus samples were prepared under strict clean laboratory

dremel tool. These chunks were cut into smaller pieces and typically

conditions in a dedicated ancient DNA (aDNA) laboratory following

weighed 200–300 mg. All drilling was completed at the lowest speed

expected guidelines (Cooper & Poinar, 2000; Gilbert et al., 2005),

2,000–5,000 rpm (depending on the tool), with frequent pauses to

at the Animal Clean Laboratory, GLOBE Institute, University of

prevent the bone from overheating.

|
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Powders and pieces of bone, tooth or tusk for all walrus sam-

and Classical Studies, Stockholm University, Sweden. Between

ples were extracted following the protocol of Dabney et al. (2013).

130–150 mg of bone powder was used for extraction. Unlike the

Bone chunks underwent a series of initial dilute bleach washes prior

walrus samples, all grey and harp seals were extracted using a mod-

to extraction to increase endogenous DNA content (Boessenkool

ified version (Ahlgren et al., 2021) of the protocol C of Yang et al.

et al., 2016). Extraction concentrations were determined using a

(1998). Double stranded DNA libraries were then prepared using the

High Sensitivity TapeStation (Agilent Technologies), with yields con-

method described in Meyer and Kircher (2010). Size selection was

verted to total Molarity (nM) and divided by material weight (mg)

performed using Ampure beads to 100–300 bp before samples were

used in extraction. Illumina libraries were built following the BEST

pooled and sent for sequencing at the SciLifeLab Uppsala, Sweden.

protocol (Carøe et al., 2018) and amplified following Barnett et al.

All but one of the grey seal samples were sequenced on the Illumina

(2018). Cycle number was determined based on extract yield and

HiSeq2500 platform (125PE). A selection of the harp seal samples

from the point of plateau using an Mx qPCR, where 1 µl of water

were sequenced on Illumina HiSeqX (150PE), while the remaining

was substituted for 1 ul of SYBRgreen fluorescent dye from the

samples were sequenced on NovaSeq S1 (150PE). Throughout the

indexing reaction. Amplified libraries were purified and dual size

laboratory processing, grey seals were randomised according to age

selected using SPRI beads to remove adapter dimers and long frag-

(they could not be further randomised given that all but one sam-

ment length non-t arget DNA when present (ratios 0.5x and 1.6x,

ple came from the same site and skeletal element). Harp seals were

targeting fragment lengths 60–600 base pairs [bp]). Samples for

not fully randomised; however, samples prepared together during

which amplified library was detected using a second High Sensitivity

extraction, library and amplification have been assigned as a single

TapeStation were then pooled for sequencing. Low yielding samples

“batch” for the purposes of statistical analyses to avoid any con-

were not sequenced when only primers and dimers were visible

founding effect driving the results (see below).

on the electrophoresis. A minimum of 12 libraries were pooled together with compatible 6 bp hexamer motifs single-indices with at
least two mismatches. All samples sequenced on the HiSeq 4000

2.4 | Collagen extraction

were dual-indexed with compatible 6 bp hexamer motif indices to
avoid incorrect sample assignment due to index-hopping (van der

Collagen was extracted from a subset of the walrus and harp seal

Valk et al., 2019). Sequencing was conducted at the Danish National

specimens to provide an additional comparative measure of sample

High-Throughput Sequencing Centre on a range of Illumina technol-

preservation. Bone chunks weighing ~200 mg were demineralized

ogies MiSeq (100SR, 150PE), HiSeq 2500 (150PE) and HiSeq 4000

in 0.5 M HCl at 4°C. Samples which were dark in colour were rinsed

(80SR). To avoid any bias from laboratory preparation or sequenc-

to neutrality with type I water, then treated with 0.1 M NaOH for

ing technology samples were randomised across sites and ages for

successive 30 min treatments with sonication to remove humic con-

extraction, library build and sequencing. Walrus extracts were pre-

taminants until the solution ran clear. Samples were again rinsed

pared by a single author; however, samples have been assigned into

to neutrality with type I water, then the collagen residue was re-

two “batches” for statistical analyses (see below), according to which

fluxed at 75°C in 0.01 M HCl (pH ~3). After heating, the solution

of two authors built libraries.

containing the collagen was filtered using a 5–8 μm filter to remove
insoluble residues, and then with a Pall Microsep 30 kDa ultrafil-

2.3 | DNA extraction and sequencing of grey and
harp seal

ter. The >30 kDa fraction was freeze dried and the collagen yield
was calculated (extracted collagen/initial bone mass). Elemental
compositions were determined using an IsoPrime continuous flow
isotope-ratio mass spectrometer coupled to a Vario Micro elemental

Grey seals were sampled from the collection of the Swedish

analyser with a glutamic acid standard (USGS40) used to calibrate

Museum of Natural History. The majority of the grey seal samples

the measurements.

were from the archaeological cave site Stora Förvar, near Gotland,
Sweden. Radiocarbon dates for these samples have been previously published by Lindqvist and Possnert (1997). Harp seals were

2.5 | Data analysis

sampled from the collection of the Swedish Museum of Natural
History, Ålands Landskapsregering Museibyrån, Finland, and the

2.5.1 | Bioinformatics

University Museum of Bergen, Norway. The harp seal samples represent a total of 15 archaeological sites throughout the Baltic re-

All DNA reads were trimmed, filtered and aligned to their closest

gion, the North Sea and the Varanger Fjord, Norway. Information

respective reference genome using the

concerning radiocarbon dates, ontogenetic age class of samples

line (Schubert et al., 2014). This utilised the following software:

and a detailed description of DNA laboratory work is included in

SAMtools (v1.3.1) (Li et al., 2009), bwa (v0.7.15) (Li & Durbin, 2009),

Ahlgren et al. (2021).
Samples were prepared in the clean laboratory of the
Archaeological Research Laboratory, Department of Archaeology

paleomix

(v1.2.13) pipe-

AdapterRemoval (v2.2.0) (Schubert et al., 2016), Picard Tools (Broad
Institute, n.d.) and

mapDamage

(V2.0.6) (Jónsson et al., 2013). The

walrus reads were aligned to the walrus nuclear genome (NCBI

1154
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F I G U R E 2 Effect of the samples’ geographic origin on endogenous DNA content (top row) and DNA damage rate (bottom row)
represented as box-plots for each of the three study species. Geographic origin was summarised as one of seven regions: North West
Greenland (NWG), Foxe Basin (FB), West Greenland (WG), East Greenland (EG), Iceland (IC), Neustadt (NEU), Varanger Fjord (WS) and Baltic
Sea (BS). Sample points and boxes have been colour-coded to indicate the age of the sample (years BP) within one of five categories. Note
that some geographic regions are represented by a single or limited number of samples
accession: GCA_000321225.1), with the Atlantic walrus mito-

as mitochondrial coverage divided by nuclear coverage following

chondrial genome (NCBI accession: NC_004029.2) as a “region

Hansen et al. (2017).

of interest”. Grey seal reads were aligned to the grey seal nuclear
genome (Savriama et al. 2018) with a separate grey seal mitochondrial genome (NCBI accession: NC_001602). Harp seal reads

2.5.2 | Data

were aligned to the grey seal nuclear genome (Savriama et al.,
2018), and the harp seal mitochondrial genome (NCBI accession:

Successful DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing was pos-

KP942581). PALEOMIX and mapDamage outputs provided infor-

sible for 154 of 177 walrus, 78 of 87 harp seals and all 53 grey seals,

mation concerning summary statistics, endogenous content, clon-

resulting in a total sample size of 285 animals (Table 1). The other 32

ality and damage level. Damage levels were estimated as the rate

samples yielded insufficient amplified library for sequencing.

of cytosine to uracil (thymine) transitions at the first base of the

For the 285 samples that were successfully sequenced, we se-

5’ strand end. Finally, mitochondrial:nuclear ratios were calculated

lected both endogenous content and damage levels to explore

|
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TA B L E 2 p-values for multivariate analyses indicating the significance of the effect of each explanatory variable (by row) on the four
measures of sequencing success (by column). Analyses were performed on all samples for eight explanatory variables and for walrus samples
10 explanatory variables according to data availability.
Endogenous

Damage

All species

Walrus

Harp seal

Grey
seal

All
species

Age BP

0.067

0.397

0.178

0.725

0.230

Latitude

0.079

0.300

0.483

0.010**

Chunk

0.017*

0.150

0.982

0.092

Species

0.022*

Element

0.032*

Cave

−05

4.49E

Collection

Harp
seal

Grey
seal

0.037*

0.593

0.581

0.001***

0.128

Walrus

0.027*
0.017*

0.142
−05

***

2.11E

0.316
***

0.068

0.013**

0.006**

0.130
0.014*

0.388

Powder

0.146

0.114

Extraction

0.648

0.337

Mt:NuDNA

0.171

0.053

0.268

0.018*

Damage

0.134

0.459

0.988

0.884

Endogenous

0.821

2.20E−16***

0.282

0.479

0.898

0.737

0.310

0.505

Levels of significance are indicated with the use of *(0.05 > p > 0.01), **(0.01 > p > 0.001), ***(p < 0.001).

trends relating to sample age, geographic region, latitude, bone ele-

repeated for both endogenous content and damage levels. Each ex-

ment type, ontogenetic age, sex, excavation date, context, as well as

planatory variable was included as a fixed effect. Random effects

sample weight and bone element included in extraction.

and random slopes were chosen to correspond with the sample success measure under consideration and to avoid overparameterising
the model resulting in insufficient degrees of freedom (Table S3).

2.5.3 | Single-factor statistical analyses

When all three species were included there was a reduction in the
number of fixed and random effects to account for missing data. The

Initial relationships between explanatory variables and measures of

greater amount of information available for walrus samples allowed

sample success were examined visually. All graphs were created in r

a greater number of fixed and random effects to be tested. However,

v.3.5.1. (R Core Team, 2018) using ggplot 2 (Wickham, 2016) and lat-

not all explanatory variables were included as fixed effects when

tice (Sarkar, 2008), and maps using qgis v.3.4.2 (QGIS Development

these were found to be nonindependent (e.g., latitude and longi-

Team, 2018). In some cases, specimens with uncharacteristically

tude was reduced to the most important measure, latitude). In some

high values for one of the four measures of sample success were

cases data were only available for a very limited number of samples.

omitted from the graphical representation as outliers, but are listed

Residual plots were examined visually prior to further analysis to

in Tables S1 and S2. Statistical analyses were completed separately

ensure there were no obvious deviations from assumptions of nor-

according to species due to the lack of overlap for numerous vari-

mality or homoscedasticity. In some cases, these assumptions were

ables across species. The main species of focus were walrus and harp

found to be violated and the sample success measure was either log

seals due to the large effect of cave context for the grey seal samples

or square root transformed, thereby resolving these concerns (Table

(see below). Analyses with the total data set were also completed;

S3). p-values were obtained from likelihood ratio tests by comparing

however, their results should be interpreted with caution given the

the likelihoods using ANOVA of the overall model and one which

potential for confounding factors to be driving observed trends.

excluded the fixed effect under analysis. Grey seals were analysed
using two generalised linear models (GLM) for both endogenous
content and damage levels. This approach therefore differed from

2.5.4 | Multifactorial statistical analyses

that used for walrus, harp seal and the combined three-species data
outlined above. GLMs were used for grey seals instead of GLMMs

Generalised linear mixed-effect models (GLMM) were conducted for

as data concerning many of the fixed and random effects were not

the combined three-species data, as well as the walrus and harp seal

available, or there was no variation (i.e. all elements were auditory

data separately, following Winter (2013). GLMMs were chosen to

bulla and hence cannot be compared). The exact parameters of each

test the significance of any observed trends without the influence

GLM and GLMM can be found in Table S3. All statistical analyses

of potential confounding variables and to account for the combi-

were performed in R, using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) and

nation of discrete, binary and continuous variables. GLMMs were

standard packages.
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F I G U R E 3 Effect of sample age (years BP) on endogenous content (top row) and damage rate (bottom row). Plots have been separated
and points coloured according to species. Smoothed trend lines with Standard Error (shaded area) are shown for each plot. Three walrus
samples older than 5000 years BP have been excluded (see Figure S1 for the full version)

3
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3.1 | Effect of sample properties on sample success

specifically, most likely through a combination of climate, solar radiation, soil and depositional conditions (e.g., Allentoft et al., 2012;
Bollongino et al., 2008; Higgins et al., 2015). When the walrus, harp
seal and grey seal samples were grouped into broader geographic re-

3.1.1 | Geographic region, latitude and context

gions there was a general pattern for higher endogenous content and
lower damage rates in samples collected from Arctic sites (both in

The geographic region in which a sample is found has previously

Greenland and Canada), as compared with samples from sub-Arctic

been linked to the preservation of organic material, and DNA more

or temperate sites (e.g., Iceland and the Baltic Sea) (Figure 2, Table 2).

KEIGHLEY et al.
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F I G U R E 4 Effect of skeletal element on endogenous DNA content (top row) and DNA damage rate (bottom row) represented as box-
plots. Plots have been separated according to species, and skeletal elements grouped together into simple categories. Sample points and
boxes have been colour-coded to indicate the age of the sample (years BP) within one of five categories. Element categories for which there
were fewer than two time periods containing at least two samples were excluded
There was one notable exception to this pattern; unexpectedly high

These findings agree with a number of previous studies which have

values of endogenous DNA content combined with high DNA dam-

found cave conditions to yield high quality samples (e.g., Bollongino

age levels for the oldest (>5,000 years BP) Baltic Sea seal samples

et al., 2008; Höss et al., 1996; Nielsen-Marsh & Hedges, 2000). In

from cave contexts (Figure 2). This was particularly so for grey

contrast, the majority of walrus samples were predominately surface

seals from the cave site Stora Förvar, Sweden, which had striking

finds or from shallow terrestrial excavations (profiles often <15 cm).

30%–65% endogenous contents. For harp seals, the effect of cave

To examine the effect of geography quantitatively, latitude

context on sample preservation was supported by the multivariate

was included in multivariate analyses (Table 2). Latitude was

analyses with highly significant relationships for both endogenous

found to have a highly significant relationship with damage in

(p < 0.05, χ 2(2) = 18.1) and damage profiles (p = 0.014, χ 2(2) = 0.5).

walruses (p = 0.001, χ 2(2) = 10.8). Additionally, there were mixed,
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F I G U R E 5 Relationships between walrus and harp seal sample endogenous content, damage rate and mitochondrial:nuclear ratio. Dots
have been colour-coded to indicate the age of the sample (years BP) within one of five categories. A smoothed trend line with a shaded area
either side represents standard error. Three walrus samples older than 5000 years BP were excluded

nonsignificant relationships between latitude and both endogenous

et al., 2012; Campos et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2006; Sawyer et al.,

DNA content and damage rate for the other species. For example,

2012). The process of nuclear DNA loss has been shown to occur

walrus samples that were <1,000 years old showed the expected

exponentially in the initial phase post-deposition at approximately

decline in endogenous content with declining latitude; however, this

2–2.5 times that of mitochondrial DNA loss. The greater preserva-

trend was reversed or nonexistent for older samples. The absence

tion of mitochondrial DNA is attributed to the circular structure,

of strong support for the expected relationship between latitude

double membrane and potential differences in the level of enzymatic

and endogenous content may be due to the more limited range of

activity (Allentoft et al., 2012; Higgins et al., 2015; Schwarz et al.,

latitudes considered in this study. A link might only emerge across

2009). Our study did not support a universal pattern of declining

large geographical areas, such as between the Arctic and the trop-

endogenous content with age (Figure 3, Table 2, Figure S1), with only

ics (Bollongino et al., 2008; Kendall et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2001,

walruses showing a statistically significant correlation between age

2003; Sosa et al., 2013). Previous studies have also revealed a cer-

and damage rates (p = 0.037, χ 2(2) = 4.3 respectively). Interestingly,

tain degree of overlap between amplifiable DNA from Arctic and

although not supported by the GLMMs, walruses also appear to

temperate conditions (Pruvost et al., 2007). Furthermore, the ex-

show a negative relationship between age and endogenous content

ceptional preservation conditions described for the most northerly

when comparing samples from within the same geographic region

latitudes (e.gCampos et al., 2010; Langeveld et al., 2017; Shapiro,

(Figure 2, Figure 3). The lack of a definitive and universal relation-

2004) may only be of benefit at much longer time-scales of tens of

ship between chronological age and DNA preservation may indicate

thousands of years (e.g., Orlando et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2009).

the need for a more nuanced consideration of sample age. Indeed,

For comparatively younger samples as in this study, the slow rate of

Smith et al. (2003) combined the climatic conditions (or ”thermal his-

soil deposition and annual freezing-thawing cycles may make them

tory”) of a sample's context with the absolute chronological age of

more vulnerable than initially expected (Kendall et al., 2017; Ping

the sample to calculate “thermal age” as a more useful predictor of

et al., 1998).

DNA survival or degradation.
Walrus samples included in this study suggest that age may be a
driving factor within more homogenous sample sets, rather than as

3.1.2 | Sample age

the clear, universal factor as is commonly thought. Indeed, focusing
on radiocarbon dated samples of the extinct Moa (Dinornithiformes)

Sample age has been considered as a primary agent of DNA deg-

Allentoft et al. (2012) were able to demonstrate that the importance

radation despite the exact mechanisms remaining elusive (Allentoft

of sample age on DNA preservation varied considerably according to

F I G U R E 6 Effect of walrus sample collection date on endogenous content (left) and damage rate (right). The points are colour-coded
based on sample age separated into time periods
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site. Similar site specific patterns may explain the lack of correlation

The extent of aspartic acid racemization was initially believed to be

between DNA yield and sample age reported in other studies (e.g.,

a minimally destructive screening technique for DNA preservation

Campos et al., 2012; Hagelberg et al., 1991; Haynes et al., 2002).

of ancient bones (Poinar et al., 1996), but more recent research has

Also, the expected trend in declining structural and genetic integrity

demonstrated that the quaternary structure of the collagen helix

of skeletal materials through time may emerge over longer time peri-

impedes racemization to such an extent that only highly degraded

ods than covered in our study (Gilbert et al., 2005).

collagen undergoes sufficient levels of racemization for these measurements to be useful (Collins et al., 2009). DNA forms complexes
with collagen helices (Svintradze et al., 2008) and possesses a strong

3.1.3 | Bone element type

affinity for bioapatite (the inorganic component of bone) (Okazaki
et al., 2001). These interactions increase the likelihood that DNA will

Bone element type was only found to have a significant relation-

survive in the burial environment (Salamon et al., 2005). Bioapatite

ship with endogenous content in walruses (p = 0.017, χ 2(2) = 24.5).

and collagen confer stability onto one another within bone (Nielsen-

Within walruses, endogenous content was highest in teeth and

Marsh & Hedges, 2000), which further helps to explain the correla-

skulls and bones such as ribs yielded poorly (Figure 4, Table 2). This

tion between collagen and DNA preservation. If a greater amount of

agrees with expectations that certain elements such as porous ribs

collagen is present, the mineral component of the bone is less likely

or thin-walled scapulae should be avoided if possible (Bollongino

to be altered, and endogenous DNA is more likely to preserve.

et al., 2008; O’Connor, 2008; Parker et al., 2020). The lack of cor-

There was no clear relationship between the atomic C:N ratio

relation between bone element and DNA preservation in grey and

of the extracted collagen and DNA preservation (Figure S2). The

harp seals may be a consequence of the limited diversity of bone

elemental compositions (wt% C, wt %N, C:N ratio) of collagen are

elements available for sampling. Compared with walruses that are

widely used to demonstrate that stable isotope measurements re-

more easily distinguishable based on size, bones from the smaller

flect the endogenous isotopic composition of the collagen (Ambrose,

seal species were included if they were diagnostic to species level.

1990; DeNiro, 1985; van Klinken, 1999). Degraded collagen is more

Therefore, certain bone elements, particularly fragmentary or less

likely to produce C:N ratios that deviate from the theoretical value of

characteristic bones were not included. Additionally, where possible

3.23 for unaltered mammalian collagen (Szpak, 2011), with a range of

the same bone element was preferred to avoid resampling the same

2.9–3.6 being frequently cited as indicative of unaltered or “well pre-

individual. In grey seals this resulted in only the pars mastoideus

served” collagen (DeNiro, 1985). The lack of a clear relationship be-

being sampled.

tween the atomic C:N ratio and DNA preservation may relate to the

Although high endogenous content is commonly found in the

fact that all of the samples considered here were from geologically

dense pars petrosa (petrous bones) (Gamba et al., 2014; Pinhasi

young contexts in environments that tend to be more favourable to

et al., 2015), such material was extremely rare to find from the sites

collagen preservation (Collins et al., 2002).

included in this study, and in the few instances where it was available
it was deliberately avoided as it constitutes an important diagnostic
marker in comparative morphology.

3.1.5 | Ontogenetic age class and sex

In contrast to endogenous content, damage rates showed no
clear pattern across skeletal elements when sample age, cave sam-

There was no consistent trend with either ontogenetic age class or

ples and species were taken into consideration (Figure 4). Grey and

sex for both endogenous content and damage rates (Figure S3). As

harp seals showed higher damage profiles than that for walruses,

information concerning ontogenetic age and sex was available for

however as discussed below (see subsection on species), it is not

a small subset of samples from walrus and harp seals the discus-

possible with current data to determine whether this is a species

sion of these findings is provided in Supporting Information Text

difference or due to other confounding factors.

Material S1.

3.1.4 | Collagen

3.1.6 | Sample processing and amount

Samples producing higher collagen yields approaching those ex-

There was no significant relationship between endogenous con-

pected for modern cortical bone (c. 20% by weight) were character-

tent or DNA rates and whether extractions were taken from bone

ized by higher endogenous DNA content in walruses, although this

chunks or fine powder for individual species (Figure S5, Table 2). For

trend did not hold when collagen yield exceeded 20%. There was

samples that were powdered, there was no significant relationship

no clear or consistent relationship between collagen content and

between the amount (weight) of powder used in extraction and ei-

damage rate for either walruses or harp seals. Several other stud-

ther endogenous content or damage rate (Figure S4, Table 2). The

ies have attempted to examine the relationship between the pres-

lack of relationship between sample success and amount of extrac-

ervation of DNA and protein in ancient bone (Götherström et al.,

tion material suggests that any advantage of increasing the quantity

2002; Schwarz et al., 2009; Scorrano et al., 2015; Sosa et al., 2013).

of starting material is offset by saturation or inhibition of extracts.
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Thus, given that samples are often precious, and we did not find a

in research and cultural institutions. Potential factors may include

positive effect of increasing sample quantity, we recommend using

soil pH, moisture or micro-organism activity. Importantly, many of

low quantities of material (max.120–140 mg) in line with recent ex-

the Arctic zooarchaeological finds included in this study are surface

traction protocols (e.gDabney & Meyer, 2019; Gamba et al., 2016;

finds or from comparatively shallow excavations (profile <15–25 cm)

Korlević et al., 2015).

(e.g. Pre-Dorset and Dorset deposite of Foxe Basin; Howse et al.,
2019). Depth of archaeological profile has previously been documented as affecting amplification success of mitochondrial DNA

3.1.7 | Study species

(Bollongino et al., 2008), and shallow profiles are likely to lead to
greater surface exposure and reduced microclimatic buffering as

Differences in species could not be tested in this study, due to a

compared with much deeper profiles (Campos et al., 2012; Kendall

lack of overlap between numerous sample characteristics and dif-

et al., 2017; Todisco & Monchot, 2008). The amount of organic mat-

ferences in laboratory processing according to species. For exam-

ter content and hence microbial activity in soils is also likely to affect

ple, walrus samples were not found in either the Baltic or Varanger

DNA preservation (Nielsen-Marsh & Hedges, 2000). For example,

Fjord and grey seals were only sampled from auditory bulla. There

skeletal preservation can vary significantly within and between sites

was a trend for higher endogenous content in grey seals, followed

according to soil pH conditions (Ovchinnikov et al., 2001). In north-

by walrus and then harp seals (Table 2). Although this may represent

ern Norway, bone material typically shows better preservation when

true biological variation according to species (such as physiological

deposited in shell sands (Hodgetts, 1999). Finally, samples from ar-

differences in bone structure) it may also reflect differences in depo-

chaeological sites can experience surface exposure during periods of

sitional histories (such as cooking), sample context (cave vs. surface)

site reoccupation when deposits become disturbed, as described for

or the differences in laboratory methods. Further research including

the Canadian Arctic (Dyke et al., 2018; Habu & Savelle, 1994; Savelle

numerous species found at the same site and subject to the same

& Habu, 2004).

laboratory methods is required to test this.

While this study has largely focused on sample and site properties relating to the phase of degradation following deposition in

3.2 | Relationship between measures of
sample success

sediment, so-called diagenetic processes, two other critical phases
of degradation cannot be so easily examined for many of the samples included in this study (especially from older excavations). These
are the initial rapid degradation affected by any treatment prior

Overall, we found that samples with high endogenous contents ex-

to incorporation into the sediments (e.g., burning, cooking, animal

hibited relatively more abundant nuclear than mitochondrial DNA

predation; known as perthotaxic processes), as well as degradation

in grey seals (p = 0.018) and a similar trendin walruses, albeit not

following excavation, transport, handling and storage (curatorial

statistically significant (p = 0.053) (Figure 5; Table 2). This correla-

or trephic factors) (O’Connor, 2008). There is a lack of information

tion agrees with standard assumptions of DNA degradation and is

concerning the impact of such stages despite indications that they

conflicts with recent findings for human aDNA by Furtwängler et al.

can have considerable influence on sample preservation. Indeed,

(2018). DNA extraction yield and damage rates did not correlate

Pruvost et al. (2007) found that the handling and treatment of bones

with endogenous content for any of the species. The absence of any

following excavation (e.g., washing and climatic control), can result

relationship between endogenous content and damage rates is sur-

in degradation rates 70x faster than throughout burial, a halving

prising, as one would assume that better preserved samples would

of endogenous content and substantial differences in contaminate

have both high endogenous content and lower damage rates. With

load. The potential importance of trephic factors can be seen in the

respect to extraction yield, even if it might be a good indicator of

significant difference in collection date of material and endogenous

amplification success or sequencing output, this does not guaran-

content for walruses, where more recent finds show decreased en-

tee high endogenous content and hence the quality of the resulting

dogenous content (p = 0.049, χ 2(2) = 3.89) (Figure 6, Table 2). This

DNA sequence data. This is probably due to other nontarget DNA

may indicate that changes in excavation and curatorial treatments

such as soil bacteria and fungi being measured in the extract (Gilbert

have not led to the expected improvement in sample preservation.

et al., 2005).

However, it may also be a result of more comprehensive collection of
faunal remains, as in recent decades a greater proportion of zooar-

3.3 | Other possible factors affecting DNA
degradation

chaeological bones are now returned from an excavation site.
While sample selection for future aDNA studies can be guided
by the relationships highlighted in this paper, there is a need for
greater documentation of excavation and curatorial practices that

A major limiting factor to understanding the relationships discussed

may affect the viability of molecular analyses. The taphonomic

in this paper is that sample or site characteristics that can affect

pathways prior to deposition can be characterised to a certain

sample degradation were not available for all samples. This is also

extent through detailed taphonomic studies (i.e., assessing de-

true for the majority of zooarchaeological remains currently held

gree of weathering, burning, gnawing marks, butchery traces
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etc.), although such information was rarely reported and thus not

Swedish Research Council (Sweden, grant number 2015-02151).

included in the present study. Faunal collections can help facili-
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ecological or evolutionary processes by ensuring that future sam-
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ple treatment minimises contamination, degradation and is well
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wealth of zoological and botanical material that, through paleogenomics, can offer a unique understanding of our shared history
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samples. Walruses also showed significant relationships between
damage levels and both sample age and latitude. Across the com-
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